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ODYSSEUS is a triennial series of international workshops and provides a high quality forum for recent developments, trends and advances in the theory, practice and application of mathematical models and optimization methodologies in the field of Freight Transportation and Logistics. This year’s ODYSSEUS was held in Mykonos island, Greece from May 21 to 25 2012 and brought together more than 200 academics, researchers and practitioners from more than 30 countries.

In connection with the activities of ODYSSEUS 2012, this special issue on “Vehicle Routing” invites both theoretical and methodological contributions towards the design and development of innovative solution approaches (exact, heuristic, and matheuristic approaches) to address challenging (new models and problem formulations) vehicle routing problems. Submissions are open to all, not only to ODYSSEUS 2012 participants.

All contributions will be peer reviewed according to the usual standards of the journal. Please submit your manuscript at tarantil@aueb.gr.

For further information on the special issue, please contact the Guest Editors, Roberto Baldacci (r.baldacci@unibo.it) and Christos D. Tarantilis (tarantil@aueb.gr).